
EAGLE 710 SELLING FEATURES 

Waist-High Auto Strap Feeding Friendly design to feed the strap automatically from the upper side of the 

coil without the need to access to the bottom of the machine. 

Free Access to Strap Guides  
Hinged top plate makes easy access to the strapping head for 
quick maintenance. Unblocking the guides enables free and quick 
access to strap guides without the use of any tools. The most maintenance friendly design. 

Robust & Compact Mechanical Strapping Head Eagle 710 uses the latest brushless DC motor technology 

to provide the highest level of accuracy and reliability on the market. All motors are German-made. The 

strapping head has no belts, clutches or pulleys. It is designed with up-to-date technology with few 

moving parts. With 30% fewer parts, Eagle 710 requires fewer adjustments, has fewer wear components, 

and requires less maintenance. The simple design of Eagle 710 minimizes the maintenance cost. 

Waist-High Quick Coil Change. Innovative waist-high coil change without access to the bottom of the 

machine. Quick release lock eliminates downtime to change the coil. Ergonomic and quick change design 

makes coil change simpler than ever. 

Turnable Operating Control Panel The turnable operating control panel with LCD display is located on 

upper side of the machine for easy access. It enables machine operation from both front and rear sides. 

User friendly. 

Auto Strap Ejector Loop-eject clears unwanted strap automatically if the machine is accidentally activated 

without a package. Eliminate downtime. 

Strap End Ejector Eject end of strap from the inlet of strap feeding. Easy to clean the end of strap and get 

the machine ready for next coil of strap.  

Front Foot Bar Switch Standard front foot bar switch makes machine operation in a very easy way. 

Ergonomic cycle initiation design and user friendly.  

Adjustable Table Height The table height is adjustable to any height between 820 mm and 920 mm. 

Low Voltage All DC motors and heater are “stepped down” to 24V to increase the safety of the machine. 

Dispenser Release Switch Friendly design makes it easier to pull the strap from the strap dispenser for 

waist-high auto strap feeding.  

Sensor Controlled Heater.  The fast heating mechanism is sensor controlled assuring consistent and high 

sealing efficiency. 
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